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ABSTRACT. The Principle of Competitive Exclusion, first articulated by Gause in 1934, states that two species
or populations cannot inhabit the same niche: one will consistently out-compete the other. Of four possible
outcomes, the logistic equations that describe such interaction present only one possibility for coexistence,
that being when the density-dependent mechanisms of one population become activated before intergroup
competition eliminates the other. In applying Gause’s Principle as an explanatory model to the Israeli-
Palestinian conflict, this research explores the present bantustanization of the West Bank as a logical outcome
of interspecific competition, but sees the competition coefficients of the equations as the key factors in
promoting a stable equilibrium.
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E
cologists speak of competition as involving the

‘‘active demand by two or more organisms for a

common vital resource,’’ and when such inter-

actions occur over scarce resources, competition leads

to conflict and the limitation of population growth.1

While competition can occur between individuals or

between groups, and can occur both between species,

as interspecific competition, and within a species, as

intraspecific (intergroup) competition, a chief concern

at the level of empirical observation is whether such

conflict will result in the elimination of one party/

group/species to the advantage of the other – compet-

itive exclusion – or whether some kind of equilibrium

will be reached, enabling the coexistence of both

populations.2,3,4,5

In human societies the interests of social scientists

generally lie with intraspecific competition (aside from

obvious public health issues such as malaria, smallpox,

SARS, HIV/AIDS, the ebola virus, and the hazards of

other interspecific ‘‘conflicts’’), concerns at the indi-

vidual level falling largely within the domains of legal,

psychological, or criminal justice research. Studies in

political science, international relations, conflict reso-

lution, and peace studies focus largely on conflicts

between populations, or intergroup conflict. This paper

falls into this second category and applies a biological

model, known as the principle of competitive exclu-

sion, to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. The goal is

explanatory—to examine possible outcomes of this

long-standing and increasingly violent conflict, and to

identify salient factors required to reach a stable

equilibrium and, thus, coexistence.

To be sure, culturally diverse societies do coexist and

even flourish, as Gurr and Harff point out in

discussions of the Chinese in Malaysia and the Turks

in Germany.6 However, life for Kurds (in Iraq, Iran,

and Turkey) and Miskitos (in Honduras and Nica-

ragua) has been markedly different. Indeed, the

findings of this study suggest that ethnoculturally

defined conflict will be more likely to occur in thedoi: 10.2990/28_2_69
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presence of several conditions, chief of which are: 1)

that ethnically derived economic and political discrim-

ination can be demonstrated to exist; 2) that group

identity is strong and strengthened further through

conflict with the governing regime; 3) that while group

cohesion may be weakened by political divisions, the

presence of an authoritarian – as opposed to a

democratic – regime will exacerbate the level of

conflict; and, 4) that the regime is willing to use severe

force in confronting the intergroup challenge.

Hence, it is not simply the proximity of groups of

differing ethnocultural backgrounds which defines the

existence of ‘‘ethnic conflict.’’ Rather, given the

proximity of such groups, conflict arises in the face

of – and in response to – specific political and economic

realities. The Israeli-Palestinian conflict mirrors other

intractable ethnic conflicts in this regard and has at its

heart specific concerns related to power, whether

political, economic, or military. It should be noted

concerning item 3 above, that Israel is a democracy as

far as its citizens are concerned; however, its military

occupation of Palestine is authoritarian. That the

Israeli-Palestinian conflict has remained intractable,

then, should not be surprising given the presence of the

conditions listed above.

To be sure, a number of attempts have been made to

bring about a peaceful coexistence. Israelis and

Palestinians have signed a raft of agreements in a

process that began with the Madrid Peace Process in

1991: Oslo I, which included the signing of the

Declaration of Principles in 1993, the Gaza-Jericho

Agreement (1994), Oslo II (1995), the Hebron Accord

(1997), and Wye Agreement (1998). The breakdown in

the Camp David negotiations in the summer of 2000

and the subsequent renewal of the Palestinian uprising

(Al Aqsa Intifada), which has included suicide bomb-

ings by Hamas and punitive responses by the Israeli

military, have effectively derailed the Oslo Pro-

cess.7,8,9,10,11 The Gush Shalom Peace Proposal

(2001), the Ayalon-Nusseibeh Statement of Principles

(2002), and the Geneva Initiative (2003) have been

advanced since the renewed violence.12 The Bush

administration, in conjunction with other members of

the Quartet (United Nations, European Union, and

Russia) introduced the Roadmap to Peace in 2003, an

initiative that called for a two-state solution to the

conflict.13,14 This plan, too, stalled in the wake of the

constantly changing political landscape of Israel/Pales-

tine,15 including the death of Palestinian Authority

President Yasir Arafat in 2004, the 2005 Israeli retreat

from Gaza, the 2006 election of Hamas as the

Palestinian governing party, and the sudden departure

of Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon from the political

scene in 2006 following a massive stroke. As this was

written, Gaza was reeling from a four-month Israeli

incursion undertaken to eliminate nests of Hamas

militants and regain Israeli border security, a policy

that has drawn broad international condemnation.16

The rightwing Likud party regained power in Israel,

electing Benjamin Netanyahu as Prime Minister, and

President Barack Obama appointed former Senator

George Mitchell as his Middle East envoy to help

broker a peace that seems ever more elusive.

What these peace efforts have had at their center is

the idea of ‘‘land for peace,’’ a negotiated settlement

that spells out ‘‘who gets what,’’ an approach that

privileges outcomes. Since efforts at negotiation have

thus far failed, it is reasonable to ask what coexistence

means – or can mean – for Israelis and Palestinians.

Several models have been utilized to examine this, the

most prominent being the colonial and the therapeutic

models discussed below.

Colonial model. Since the onset of occupation in

1967, the model utilized by the Israeli government in

administering policies in the occupied territories has

been a colonial model. That is, the occupied territories

have been governed directly by Israel to the economic

advantage of Israel, and with a paramount concern for

shoring up Israel’s geographic security. For 20 years

this model did deliver peace, though not without

tensions, which exploded in the 1987 Palestinian

uprising. Goodwin and Skocpol discuss the colonial

model when describing third-world regimes vulnerable

to revolutionary overthrow.17 Their model takes into

account the exclusionary quality of governance and

levels of coercion employed to maintain stability, the

degree to which the administrative bureaucracy is seen

as a means by which a colonial subject can rise to the

top, and the ability of the regime to control the

territory it governs. Conflict – indeed, revolution – is

predicted to occur under direct colonial rule and the

right circumstances.

Goodwin and Skocpol cite three components by

which the likelihood of revolution can be predicted: 1)

the degree of exclusionary/repressive policies which

characterize the regime; 2) the degree to which the
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bureaucratic administration of such policies creates

stakeholders; and, 3) the degree to which coercive

authority actually penetrates throughout the national

territory. Their hypothesis would read something like

the following: Revolution will be most likely to occur

when the regime adopts policies that are highly

exclusionary and repressive, when the administrative

bureaucracy fails to integrate a broad coalition from

the middle and upper strata of society, and when the

regime is unable to fully penetrate (i.e., control) the

national territory which it governs.

The collapse of the colonial model as an organizing

principle for the coexistence of both Israelis and

Palestinian Arabs was evidenced by the 1987 Palestin-

ian uprising, which eventually led to the signing of the

Oslo Accords by Israel’s Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin

and Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) Chair-

man Yasir Arafat in September 1993. In theory, Oslo’s

Declaration of Principles (DOP) marked the beginning

of a limited autonomy for Palestinians, the return of

expropriated lands (‘‘land for peace’’), and the retreat

of the Israeli state from the daily lives of Palestinians.

As well, it purported to offer enhanced security for

both parties and a number of instances of shared

responsibilities.18

Therapeutic model. The second model around

which Israeli-Palestinian coexistence has been con-

ceived of as therapeutic, drawing inspiration from

psychology. Underlying this model is the belief that

conflict arises because of the misperceptions of others.

At the level of ethnocultural conflict, this involves

misperceptions between groups defined by language,

religion, or traditions that are distinctly different from

each other. Recent examples include conflicts between

Protestants and Catholics in Northern Ireland; the

Basques and Spanish authorities; the Chechnyans in the

Russian Caucasus; the Tamils and Singhalese in Sri

Lanka; Muslims, Orthodox Christians, and Catholics

in Bosnia; and, of course, Palestinian Arabs and Israeli

Jews. For facilitators seeking to reduce the level of

conflict, the task is twofold: first, to help the parties get

to know each other and, second, to foster a process of

reperceiving during which members of each group

begin to view each other anew.

In the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, interactions seek-

ing to promote such re-perception have occurred at the

grassroots level and include initiatives sponsored by

Peace Now, Gush Shalom, Mid East Web, the Palestine

Center for Conflict Resolution and Rapprochement,

and American-based organizations such as Tikkun,

Mid-East Citizen Diplomacy, the Jewish-Palestinian

Living Room Dialogue Group, and educational proj-

ects such as Seeds of Peace, Children of Abraham

Project, and numerous others. Significant academic

work utilizing the therapeutic approach has been

undertaken by Herbert Kelman in the many Harvard

Negotiation Workshops he has arranged over the past

several decades, during which time he has brought

together Palestinian Arabs and both American and

Israeli Jews to explore questions of identity and issues

of politics and culture.19

The therapeutic model posits the belief that if people

get to know and understand each other, they will

discover shared interests and develop a willingness to

tolerate their differences. This model moved to center

stage with the optimism surrounding the signing of the

1993 Oslo Accords, a watershed event that seemed to

mark the beginning of a new era of Israeli-Palestinian

coexistence. Indeed, the right to a political existence

for both Israelis and Palestinians was explicitly spelled

out in the Oslo Declaration of Principles (DOP), an

admission that had been a central point of contention

for decades. Moreover, both sides were seen as

‘‘working partners,’’ and provisions were made in the

DOP for a number of policies involving jointly

administered authority. However, as has been argued

elsewhere,20 the DOP framework preserves structural

inequities between Israelis and Palestinians, and the

September 2000 Palestinian uprising, as well as

continued violence from both sides, reveals that

perceptions and reperceptions alone are not sufficient

for a meaningful coexistence.

The present study introduces a biological model and

will argue that the idea of a niche is more complicated

than simply trading land for peace. The Law of

Competitive Exclusion suggests that a stable equilibrium

between species/populations sharing a niche can only be

achieved when the density dependent mechanisms of each

population come into play before either outcompetes the

other. In particular, the findings suggest that the key

variable is not land, which can be utilized differentially,

but relates to the competition coefficients involved in the

competition, chief of which is nationhood. The compet-

itive exclusion approach privileges process over out-

comes, and would suggest that Palestinian sovereignty be

recognized first as a legitimate construct, and only then
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the geographic boundaries of a Palestinian state be

delineated through inter-party negotiations. Policy impli-

cations are identified.

Coexistence: A biological approach

Biological models of coexistence are gounded in

theory relating to population growth. Populations do

not normally increase without limit. If they did, they

would exhibit a geometric or exponential growth

curve, as can be seen in Figure 1. Most populations,

however, are better characterized by what is known as

a logistic growth curve, or one that reflects the limiting

aspects of the environment in which the population

finds itself. The mathematical expression describing

logistical growth is:

dN

dt
~rN

K{N

K

� �

where N is defined as the number of individuals in the
population, dN/dt is the rate of change in N with
respect to time, r is the rate of increase in population
(births-deaths), and K is the environmental carrying
capacity (the maximum population the environment
can support). What can be seen from the logistical
growth curve is the increasingly negative impact of the
environment due to such factors as scarce resources,
disease, predation, crowding, and so on as the
population grows.

When two populations are attempting to live in the

same environment, the situation becomes more com-

plicated. The Law of Competitive Exclusion, first

proposed by Russian biologist Georgii Frantsevich

Gause (and also known as Gause’s Principle), says

that no two populations or organisms can occupy the

same population niche. What this means is that a given

population has a set of basic environmental require-

ments, for example, space, oxygen, nutrients, humid-

ity, temperature, water, which it needs in order to

grow. These are dimensions of the niche that charac-

terize a particular population. Two populations occu-

pying the same niche, that is, demanding the same

resources, would do so because of genetic similarity,

which predetermines the shape of their niche.

It is also true, however, that two species which are

genetically different, but which find themselves sharing

an environment, are subject to the law of exclusion. If

they find themselves in the same place, forced to live

together and do the same things, one species will

replace the other. The two can coexist only if new

pieces of the environment can be exploited or designed

which favor each species independently. Early studies

in population biology with two species of flour beetles

(N1 and N2), for example, found that the addition of

small pieces of glass tubing to the flour-environment

was sufficient to permit the survival of both popula-

tions, though at reduced population levels, where N2

had been consistently eliminated before. Since its

introduction, the Principle of Competitive Exclusion

has been applied to organisms as different as yeast,

flour beetles, Daphnia, barnacles, and birds.

The Gaussian model involves the mathematical

expression of competition between two populations,

N1 and N2, emphasizing factors which influence their

growth. Consider the following pair of logistic growth

equations:

dN1

dt
~r1N1

K1{N1{aN2

K1

� �

dN2

dt
~r2N2

K2{N2{bN1

K2

� �

In these, K represents the growth capacity of the popu-

Figure 1. Models of population growth.

Note: Exponential growth in an unlimited environ-

ment, and logistic growth in a limited environment. N

5 population size, t 5 time, r 5 rate of population

growth per capita, and K 5 carrying capacity (or

maximum value of N).
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lation (the carrying capacity of the environment), r is the
intrinsic rate of increase (births-deaths), a and b are
competition coefficients of populations 1 and 2 respec-
tively, and the differential equations, dN1/dt and dN2/dt,
refer to the rate of change in population size over time.

In simple terms, what these equations tell us is that the

growth rate of a population will be the result of several

interacting factors: what the environment can bear, i.e.,

the resources available; the intrinsic rate of increase e.g.,

rabbits are different than humans, for example; and, the

effects of competition from the other species or group.

The results of such intergroup interaction could be

demonstrated graphically to reveal four possible out-

comes, each suggesting how the two populations sharing

a niche, would both increase simultaneously:

Case 1: Population 1 outcompetes Population 2; N2

becomes extinct.

Case 2: Population 2 outcompetes Population 1; N1

becomes extinct.

Case 3: Both populations survive but one dominates,

depending upon who gets the edge.

Case 4: Stable coexistence is achieved.

With Case 4, the special case for coexistence, the

density-dependent controls of each species kick in to

halt their own growth before they outcompete the other

species (see Figure 2). As species 1 increases and species

2 decreases (negative impact of N1’s growth on N2’s

growth), the two reach a point where this process is

reversed. That is, species 1 has become so abundant that

its own density dependent controls halt its growth – the

species has ‘‘used up’’ all the available space and

resources (food, air, minerals, nesting partners, nesting

sites, etc.) that comprise its niche. Species 2, whose niche

is somewhat different from that of species 1, therefore

continues to increase until it is halted by its own density

dependent controls or niche requirements. At some

point, the two populations should reach a joint

abundance level – a stable equilibrium point – wherein

no further change occurs through time. For this to occur,

K2/b must be . K1 and K1/a must be . K2. Thus, to

achieve this end, a and b must be minimized.

Modeling the Israeli-Palestinian case
Now, consider the factors involved in the Israeli-

Palestinian case, and especially those internal density

dependent mechanisms that might be called upon to

halt growth and competition before one group drives

the other to extinction, where,

N1 5 Israeli population

r1 5 intrinsic rate of increase (births-deaths) for

Israelis

K1 5 demands Israelis make on the environment:

intragroup competition or density dependent

limiting factors

a 5 competition coefficient representing the

competitive effects of Palestinians on Israelis

dN1/dt 5 rate of change in population growth of

Israelis over time

and,

N2 5 Palestinian population

r2 5 intrinsic rate of increase (births-deaths) for

Palestinians

K2 5 demands Palestinians make on the environ-

ment: intragroup competition or density de-

pendent limiting factors

b 5 competition coefficient representing the

competitive effects of Israelis on Palestin-

ians

dN2/dt 5 rate of change in population growth of

Palestinians over time

Figure 2. Competition between two species.

Note: The zero-growth curves for each species cross

such that both species always coexist, and neither

becomes extinct. In the darker shaded area, popula-

tions of both species increase in size. In the lighter

shaded areas, one species increases and the other

species decreases. In the white area, both species

decrease. At stable equilibrium both species coexist.
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Modeling this, on the Israeli side of the equation we

find the following to be true:

N N1 is the population of Israel. As of July 2006, this

totaled 6,352,117. According to the CIA World

Factbook, this figure includes ‘‘187,000 settlers in the

West Bank, about 20,000 in the Israeli-occupied Golan

Heights, and fewer than 177,000 in East Jerusalem.’’21

N r1 represents the intrinsic rate of increase. For Israelis

this involves not only the quantity (births-deaths)

normally considered in nonhuman populations, but

distinctly human policy choices as well. These would

include deliberate policies to augment the Israeli

Jewish population, such as those promoting Russian-

Jewish immigration in the early 1990s and appeals to

American Jews to move to Israel and ‘‘redeem’’

historic Israeli lands as settlers.

N K1 represents the carrying capacity of the environ-

ment. In the strictly biological sense, the environment

is the limiting factor: land, water, and food resources

are present in finite quantities. Technological devel-

opments have enabled Israel to utilize its environ-

ment to great advantage (e.g., agriculture), and offer

promises in the future with desalinization capabili-

ties. Under its occupation of the West Bank, Israel

has controlled the water resources in the territories,

and the 1993 Oslo Accords have served to strengthen

this control, as has the recent construction of the

West Bank Barrier, giving Israelis a decided advan-

tage in exploiting K1. However, for Israelis, there is a

psychological component to K1. The irredentist

concept Eretz Israel (Greater Israel) is a construct

that denotes historical and Biblical boundaries.

While ‘‘redeeming’’ this land has nothing to do with

biological requirements, it has everything to do with

the ideology of Zionism.22 In effect, N1 sees its

identity – and hence survival – as being tied to

control of the physical environment.

N a, the competition coefficient for N1 in its competi-

tion with N2, reflects the negative impact that a

member of N2 has on N1 – that is, the impact of

Palestinians on Israelis. In this, there are several areas

in which this impact is negative.

International law. The continued 1967 Israeli

occupation of the Golan Heights and West Bank is in

violation of international law,23 a norm that was

upheld in the case of Iraq, following its 1991

occupation of Kuwait. Palestinians have insisted that

United Nations Security Council (UNSC) Resolutions

242 and 338, which call for the return of the territories

taken in the Six Day War, be the foundation of the

Declaration of Principles at Oslo; these have also been

central to the 2001 Mitchell Report24 and the 2003

Bush Road Map.25 As well, Israel has been cited for its

harsh treatment of Palestinians administered under

military occupation.26,27,28,29 While Palestinians have

not been able to use the force of international law to

significant advantage, given political realities, interna-

tional law and world opinion have tended to serve as a

brake on Israeli actions.

Demographics. While Palestinian Arabs do not

presently outnumber Israeli Jews, the potential threat

they pose to a democratic and Jewish Israel is perceived

to be real. That is, were a one-state solution to become

the reality with a Palestinian majority of voting

citizens, the Jewish character of the Israeli state would

likely be diminished. Unless Israel is willing to

undertake a wholesale expulsion of Palestinians or

resort to ‘‘ethnic cleansing’’ to eliminate them,

Palestinians see demographics as eventually working

in their favor, even if they do not achieve an

independent state of their own.

Moral leverage. With the end of the Soviet era has

come a near-universal appreciation for democratic

processes and human rights: witness South Africa’s

abandonment of exclusionary rule, embrace of majori-

tarian democracy, and jettisoning of apartheid. Israel,

which in the past has been compared to the old South

Africa, is under pressure to alter its behavior. Palestinians

have compromised their position on this dimension

beginning with the 2000 Al Aqsa Intifada, however.

Hamas has continued to incorporate suicide bombings

into the Palestinian resistance agenda, and since its 2006

election as the Palestinian government, has refused to

acknowledge the legitimacy of the Israeli state.

Modeling this, on the Palestinian side of the equation

we find the following:

N N2 is the number of Palestinians residing in the

Occupied Territories. According to Agence France-

Presse, 2.3 million Palestinians resided in the West

Bank and 1.4 million in the Gaza Strip as of

December 2003, amounting to a total of 3.7 million

Palestinians subject to the rule of Israeli military

occupation.30 A total of 5 million diasporan Pales-
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tinians reside throughout the world, a figure that

rises to 6 million if Israelis of Arab origin are added

to that.

N r2 represents the intrinsic rate of increase of the

Palestinian population. Since Israeli authorities do

not permit immigration into the country by the

Palestinian diaspora, r2 has come to mean almost

exclusively births-deaths. A high birth rate has thus

become a strategy of survival under occupation:

Palestinians have continued to maintain r2 at high

levels. Countering this, however, are a number of

other realities. Israeli policies of deportation impact

r2, as do military reprisals, which result in deaths and

severe injury, and arbitrary seizures and arrests,

which effectively remove large sectors of the young

male population. The difficulty in obtaining permits

from the Israeli authorities to build homes, as well as

policies of home demolitions to free up land for

Israeli settlements and bypass roadways, have

severely impacted the health and physical well-being

of Palestinians.31,32 For example, 60 percent of West

Bankers and 80 percent of Gazans were living below

the poverty line by mid-2006, and at least 40 percent

of children in both Gaza and the West Bank were

malnourished.33

A recent report from the United Nations High

Commissioner of Human Rights concluded that the

closure regime (e.g., the Wall, checkpoints, road

closures, earth mounds) has had a ‘‘critical impact…

on Palestinian women’s access to adequate prenatal,

natal and post-natal medical care,’’34 although hard

statistics of stillborn births and neonatal deaths are

difficult to compile. Finally, economic hardship has

forced the emigration of young men to other states

from which they send remittances to support their

families, or has delayed marriage for many young men

living in the territories, who are unemployed and

cannot consider marriage.35

N K2 reflects the demands Palestinians make on the

environment. Under occupation, Palestinian de-

mands with respect to both land and water usage

have been limited by Israeli policies; such limitations

were further extended under the 1993 Oslo Accords.

Following the Accords, ‘‘the Palestinians [had] full

autonomy in 27 percent of the Occupied Territories

(6.6 percent of the territory of historical Palestine). In

the West Bank, this translated into 3 percent of the

total surface area, whereas in Gaza the PNA

[Palestinian National Authority, that is, the Palestin-

ian government] … [controlled] 60 percent of the

territory.’’36 Since the 2005 Israeli withdrawal from

Gaza, Palestinians have maintained control of Gaza;

however frequent Israeli incursions and bombings

have negated effective Palestinian control.37 ‘‘In the

West Bank villages, however, the PNA has only civil

and police power, and Israel remains responsible for

‘internal security,’ the meaning of which is open to

interpretation.’’38

Moreover, as can be seen from the map depicting the

realities of the Oslo Accords on the West Bank,39 the

land currently held by the Palestinians is discontinuous

and can have little integrity as a future Palestinian state

(see Figure 3). Israel also continues to control other

resources within the territories, including, significantly,

water. While the aquifer supplying much of Israel’s

water lies under the West Bank, Palestinians have

virtually no say in its use or distribution. Finally, the

construction of the West Bank Barrier Wall by Israel

serves to further limit Palestinian access to these

resources.40

N b reflects the negative impact that a member of N1

has on the growth rate of N2, that is, the impact of

Israelis on Palestinians. Such negative impact affects

Palestinians in several respects, including nation-

hood, economic resources, military resources, inter-

national alliances, and historic injustices.

Nationhood. In a community or system of nation-

states, the simple fact that Israel exists grounds its

actions in legitimacy, a reality that is of paramount

significance with respect to both issues of sovereignty

and the framing of events by the international press.

While the concept of sovereignty has lost some of its

authority in the face of a new globalism, nations are

still reluctant to intervene in what are seen as

‘‘domestic’’ affairs. Israel has been very successful in

keeping its national security claims at the center of this

debate, while security claims by Palestinians are

generally ignored or dismissed. News reporting follows

this lead. For example, according to B’Tselem (an

Israeli human rights organization), Palestinians killed

by Israeli Security Forces in the Occupied Territories

during the Al-Aqsa Intifada (September 2000 to July

2004) totaled 2,683, while Israeli deaths within the
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Figure 3. West Bank control as of 2000.

Note: Map reprinted with permission from the PLO Negotiations Affairs Department, http://www.nad-plo.org.
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occupied territories and within Israel during this period

totaled 698. Yet it is ‘‘Israeli security’’ and ‘‘Palestinian

terrorism’’ which most often characterize discussions

of this conflict.41,42

Economic resources. As a nation-state, Israel has the

resources of the state – and the territories – at its

disposal. In addition, it receives income from the

diasporan Jewish community to further its goals and

receives both military and civilian aid from the U.S.

government. Military aid in 2005 totaled $2.2 billion

and $360 million was allocated by the U.S. for civilian

aid.43 Following a 2008 agreement brokered by the

Bush administration, military aid increases to $2.9

billion annually over a 10-year period.44

Military resources. As a Jewish state in a sea of Arab

states, security has always been at the top of Israel’s

policy concerns. According to some estimates, Israel’s

commitment to defending itself has made the Israeli

military the third most powerful in the world, in terms

of combat readiness, weaponry, logistical capabilities,

leadership, and training.45 Moreover, with a reserve

army capable of rapid mobilization, it can move

anywhere in the region quickly and effectively. Hence,

the military occupation of Palestinian lands taken in

1967, and the ability of the military administration to

implement and enforce the many (over 1,200) military

orders issued in the continued governance of these

lands, offers a significant competitive advantage.

International alliances. U.S. power, both economic

and military, is undisputed in the global arena, despite

challenges faced in Iraq and Afghanistan. Israel’s

special relationship with the United States derives from

a number of realities, including Cold War ties in the

Middle East, shared interests in global development, a

commitment to democratic rule, the Judeo-Christian

heritage of many Americans, and, in the post 9-11 era,

the global war on terrorism.

Historic injustices. The legacy of historical injustice

against European Jews, culminating in the Nazi

Holocaust during World War II, now serves as a

‘‘competitive advantage’’ for Israelis. Foremost in this

is the Israeli state, which grew out of the ashes of the

Holocaust. The ideological commitment of Zionism

and the maintenance of a decidedly Jewish (rather than

secular) state, has therefore served as an advantage in

competitive survival for Israeli citizens. The fears that

anti-Semitism might rise again, especially in Europe or

the United States, makes it difficult for Western states

to publicly condemn Israeli policies. In dealing with the

Palestinian question, Israeli sovereignty is thus gener-

ally respected, votes at the United Nations General

Assembly not withstanding.

Analysis
Since the Principle of Competitive Exclusion holds

that coexistence of two populations occupying the

same niche can only occur in very special circumstanc-

es, what does the application of this principle to the

Israeli-Palestinian conflict tell us? The pair of logistic

equations that describe this competition focus on r1

and r2 the rates of population increase for the two

populations N1 and N2 respectively; K1 and K2 the

environmental carrying capacities for each population;

and a and b the competition coefficients for each of the

two populations. While r has driven competition for

the Holy Lands since before World War I, this factor

may be diminishing in significance, as Israelis reassess

their identity amidst a rising pluralism within the

Israeli state.46,47,48,49,50 A reduced emphasis on r

reflects the fact that N1 and N2 now almost balance

one another51 and exist at levels that afford the real

possibility for (biological and social) survival, although

in markedly disparate circumstances.

Recent proposals to ameliorate these inequities have

been generous. In the Geneva Initiative, for example,

the borders would be based on those existing June 4,

1967, all Israeli settlers would be re-located outside

Palestinian territory, and residence options would be

available for all Palestinian refugees from the 1948–

1949 and 1967 conflicts. Additionally, the Gush

Shalom Peace Proposal stipulates that, ‘‘the settlements

will be transferred intact to the Palestinian authorities,

without any damage inflicted on buildings or immov-

able property. The property evacuated by the settlers

will be considered part of Israel’s contribution to the

rehabilitation of the Palestinian refugees.’’ The point is

that the reality of existence for one population is

embedded with the existence of the other, and for each

population, this has become a tangible, and historical,

reality.

Likewise, the question of K has, in principle, all but

been resolved. While options in dividing this land

include the binational one-state approach, which may

be the reality in some distant future, the two-state

solution is what is proposed in all credible peace

proposals today. Everyone agrees that coexistence will
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require the sharing of land and land-based resources.

What is new is that the realization of this differential

use of K may emerge from the Bantustan reality

(Gause’s scattered fine-glass tubing?), which exists

presently and certainly represents minimalist aspira-

tions for Palestinians. Driven by competitive interac-

tions of the past, Israeli policies have reclaimed lands

(settlements, bypass roads, the Barrier Wall) within the

West Bank in such a manner that the two populations

are, for all practical purposes, synergistically inter-

twined. This leaves Palestinian population centers

segmented along the ‘‘backbone’’ of the West Bank.

Such geographic configurations are reflected in the

RAND approach to achieving Palestinian statehood,

posited in the thinktank’s conception of The Arc as a

twenty-first century architecturally designed nation-

state integrated by means of a high-speed rail line

(Figure 4 illustrates this idea; readers are referred to the

RAND report for the actual design series).52 If adopted

by the Palestinians, such a construct, which ‘‘treats

Palestine as an urban space, with specific areas

dedicated to livable, high-density residences capable

of supporting the projected increase in population even

after the repatriation of refugees. … [and whose

transport corridor] would also provide the space for

a national aqueduct for water, open park land,

telecommunications and electric power lines,’’53 would

create ‘‘facts on the ground’’ that would herald the

arrival of a geographic Palestinian nation-state.

Pressing the competitive exclusion model further, it

will be recalled that achieving coexistence, or reaching

a stable equilibrium point where no further change

occurs through time requires that a and b be

minimized. This includes minimizing ‘‘advantages’’

on the Palestinian side—the role of international law,

demographics, moral leverage; and, ‘‘advantages’’ on

the Israeli side— historic injustices, nationhood,

economic resources, military resources, and U.S ties.

International law was responsible for the establish-

ment of the state of Israel and is the obvious tool

through which a Palestinian state will come into being.

By itself, it does not serve as an extraordinary

advantage for either side in this conflict, especially

since the Palestinians have no standing as a sovereign

people. Demographics, while also serving Palestinian

interests in the long run, do not weigh heavily in the

short run of this conflict, except to ensure that there is

a sizeable extant population to speak as a people. As

discussed above, r itself has diminished as a factor,

given that both populations are essentially balanced as

far as numbers are concerned. Moral leverage that was

felt by Palestinians at the time of the Oslo Accords has

greatly diminished following the violence introduced in

the 2000 Al Aqsa Intifada and continued under the

Hamas-led Palestinian government.

Figure 4. The Arc: A proposed structure for a

Palestinian state.

Note: High-speed rail line connects the following W.

Bank cities (north to south): Jenin, Tubas, Nablus,

Salfit, Ramallah/Jericho, Jerusalem, Bethlehem, He-

bron; in Gaza (south to north): Airport, Khan Yumis,

Deir Al Balah, Gaza. Adapted from Doug Suisman,

Steven N. Simon, Glenn E. Robinson, C. Ross

Anthony, and Michael Schoenbaum, The Arc: A

Formal Structure for a Palestinian State (Santa Monica,

CA: RAND Corporation, 2007).
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The historic injustices experienced by the Jewish

people continues to weigh heavily as a competitive

advantage on Israel’s side. However, peace efforts

within Israel and Palestine today seek to create

dialogue and understanding around both the Israeli

and the Palestinian historical narratives, and have

begun to draw attention to the historical injustice

experienced by Palestinians as part of the process of

Israeli nation-building.54,55,56 With time, it is conceiv-

able that this ‘‘advantage’’ may diminish for Israel.

All of the remaining advantages held by Israel in

‘‘competition’’ with Palestine are centered on the fact

of Israeli nationhood. Israeli sovereignty means it has

legitimate control over economic, human, and military

resources and institutions of state, and that it is free to

establish special relationships with other nation-states,

such as the one it shares with the United States. The

only way this variable can be minimized is to grant to

Palestinians the status of national sovereignty in

advance of their having a clearly delineated geographic

state. Palestine would be required to sign the UN

Charter, which in and of itself would mean the

recognition of the state of Israel (and the other 192

nation-states who are also members) as well as accept

other international norms of state behavior.

Challengers to this approach would point to the thin

notion of sovereignty that would prevail vis-à-vis the

Palestinian state. A useful reference to consider in this

regard involves two other situations where ‘‘thin

sovereignty’’ initially prevailed. The first was the

formation of the State of Israel. The Jewish yishuv was

established in the Holy Lands at the beginning of the

twentieth century during Ottoman rule, under which

religious minorities, the dhimmi, were permitted cultur-

al autonomy as long as they paid taxes and respected

Ottoman political authority. Decisions by the League of

Nations after World War I, which led to British

Mandatory rule of Palestine and the implementation

of the 1917 Balfour Declaration (which fostered Jewish

immigration and recognized Palestine as a ‘‘homeland

for the Jewish people’’), led Jewish leadership within

Palestine to begin a process of developing the basis for

future national sovereignty.57,58

Following World War II, with revelations about the

Holocaust, the creation of the United Nations, and the

termination of the British Mandate in Palestine, the

United Nations announced the 1947 Partition Plan that

divided Palestine into two (albeit unequal) halves: one

half for a new Jewish state and one half for a

Palestinian Arab state. The Israeli nation-state that

came into being on May 15, 1948 as a result of this

decision was bereft of the rich trappings of sovereignty

that describe the Israeli state we know today.

Nevertheless, when the United States immediately

recognized the infant state, other members of the

international community quickly followed.

The second example that would inform policy options

regarding the granting of Palestinian sovereignty through

positivist actions by the international community is more

recent and is still in progress: the case of Timor-Leste,

formerly East Timor. Following agreements between

Indonesia and Portugal, and discussions between Indo-

nesia and the East Timorese, the United Nations Security

Council passed UNSC Resolution 1236, which provided

for a United Nations presence during a referendum of the

East Timorese. This balloting, monitored by outside

observers, asked the people of East Timor to decide

whether to accept a proposal by the Indonesian

Government that would provide a special constitutional

autonomy for East Timor or to begin a transition toward

East Timorese independence. In either case, a UN

presence in East Timor would seek to ensure a peaceful

change of the status quo.

Timor-Leste came into being as a sovereign state in

May 2002. Given that much of its infrastructure was

destroyed by pro-Indonesian militia groups following

the referendum, Timor-Leste still faces the daunting

task of rebuilding. Added to this, unemployment is

high and economic development lagging, in part due to

the 2006 interfactional violence. According to U.S.

Consular postings, Timor-Leste remains in a state of

transition, and the country ‘‘depends upon interna-

tional police and security forces to assist in the

maintenance of public security.’’59 Both the UN and

the U.S. have played central roles in facilitating this

transition; indeed, more than 7,500 international peace-

keepers, led by Australia, were eventually dispatched to

reestablish order following U.S. engagement with the

issue at the UNSC.60 In a foreign policy commentary,

Arnold Kohen cautions that there is reason to be

optimistic about Timor-Leste’s future, ‘‘but only if the

key actors, including the UN and the United States, are

mindful of the country’s painful history.’’61 But the

stakes are larger than the future of Timor-Leste. In his

view they also involve ‘‘the future of UN efforts at what is

loosely called ‘nation building.’’’
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In both of these examples, it is clear that the

international community acting as a whole can support

the establishment of states with varying degrees of

sovereignty. Key actors to bring this into being for

Palestinians would be the international Quartet – the

United Nations, United States, Russia, and the Euro-

pean Union – in consultation with Israel and the

Palestinian Authority. Since a U.S. initiative to

recognize Palestinian sovereignty in advance of defined

territorial borders reflects a major policy break with

the past, the administration could sell this by placing

Middle East Peace within a collective security frame-

work. Using the power of the executive to pursue such

an initiative is reflective of the role President Clinton

played in brokering the Dayton Accords that led to

peace in Bosnia. Particular issues that would need to be

addressed include:

N advancing a UN Security Council resolution recog-

nizing the sovereignty of Palestinians living in Gaza

and the West Bank;

N developing a referendum to present to Palestinians

residing in Gaza and the West Bank;

N spearheading negotiations for defining territorial

boundaries; and

N initiating dialogue on the status of Jerusalem, with

the Dayton Accords (wherein Sarajevo has remained

accessible to everyone, despite the ethnic/national

boundaries) serving as a model; and,

N outlining U.S. engagement in the peace-keeping/

security operations in Gaza and the West Bank

during the period of transition.

Once a territorial state has come into being, participa-

tion by Quartet member nations would play a central

role in facilitating reconstruction and development for

the new Palestinian state.

Conclusion

Recent experimentation by Kaneko, working with

bacteria (E. coli), has found sympatric species – those

sharing a niche – to exhibit what he terms ‘‘interaction-

induced developmental plasticity of phenotypes.’’62

Simply put, the organisms (already possessing the

possibility for genetic adaptability), under the stress

of sharing their environment with another population,

begin to exhibit a differentiation that is passed on to

their offspring. Interestingly, ‘‘the larger the resource

per individual, the smaller the effective interaction,’’63

and, hence, the less the likelihood of differentiation—

i.e., there is enough of the ‘‘environment’’ to go

around, and neither group really impinges upon the

other. Conversely, the smaller the resource per

individual, the larger the effective interaction – and

the greater the likelihood of differentiation. Moreover,

in certain situations, ‘‘each of the two groups forms a

niche for the other group’s survival mutually, and each

of the groups is specialized in this created niche…

Hence, the evolution[ary processes] of two groups are

mutually related’’64 [emphasis added].

What does this have to do with Israelis and

Palestinians? At the heart of coexistence for human

populations is plasticity, much of which is written into

our genetic codes. Consider that along with this is

social adaptation, also secured through the genetic

transference of adaptive behaviors, and the application

of Gause’s principle becomes more interesting. In

applying the set of logistic growth equations discussed

earlier, the competitive exclusion approach provides

insights not explored in the colonial or therapeutic

models.65,66,67 Most of the peace plans presently

circulating, including the Bush Roadmap, are incre-

mental in nature with ‘‘nationhood’’ held as the final

reward for Palestinians.68 In a linear process, this is

perhaps a logical approach. However, as circumstances

have evolved since the onset of the Al Aqsa Intifada of

September 2000, the eventual promise of peace is held

hostage to Palestinian violence perpetrated against

Israeli citizens and Israeli state-sponsored violence

(and further land confiscations) perpetrated against

Palestinians.

Such tensions are indirectly promoted at the inter-

national level, given that the reality of globalism,

which promotes the desirable dimension of multina-

tional cooperation, has also given rise to backlash

animosities, extremist aggression, and the international

‘‘war on terror.’’ Pressures from the former push Israel

to withdraw from its colonial occupation of Palestinian

lands, while pressures from the latter regularly

condemn Palestinian actions against the occupation

as terrorism. These are the kinds of behaviors to which

the biological notion of coexistence refers: the density-

dependent mechanisms utilized by one population must

emerge before out-competing the other, driving the

second population to extinction. The difference be-
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tween the outcomes involved in Case 3, in which

coexistence hovers around an unstable equilibrium

point until one or the other populations gets the edge,

and Case 4, in which a stable equilibrium is achieved,

reflects the plasticity of sympatric species. Bacteria

seem to manage through genetic or phenotypic

differentiation. One would imagine that humans, with

their vast repertoire of biological and social mecha-

nisms available to deploy, would be able to exhibit at

least a measure of such adaptability.
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